MHz. We also determined the quadrupole coupling constants in their principal axes system. In comparison with the structure, the z-axis of the coupling tensor was found to be tilted 2.0° out off the S-Cl bond axis.
Introduction
The microwave spectrum of S0 2 C1 2 was measured for the first time by Abbar [1] in 1963. In two following papers [2, 3] he supplemented his work. In [2] he also reported on the analysis of the 35 C1 nuclear quadrupole coupling in S0 2 35 C1 2 . Since the spectral resolution was 100 to 200 kHz, the coupling constants had a rather large standard error of 1 MHz. Burie et al. [4] and Debrulle et al. [5] investigated the centrifugal distortion effects of S0 2 35 C1 2 . The assignment of the rotational spectrum of S0 2 35 C1 37 C1 was reported in [6, 7] .
In this work we investigated the spectra of S0 2 35 C1 2 and S0 2 35 C1 37 C1 with the high resolution of microwave Fourier transform (MWFT) spectroscopy [8] . It was possible to improve the accuracy of the diagonal elements and to determine the off diagonal elements of the quadrupole coupling tensor of S0 2 35 C1 2 . Additionally we determined the quadrupole coupling of S0 2 35 C1 37 C1 for the first time [9] ,
Experimental
All measurements were performed with waveguide MWFT-spectrometers [10] [11] [12] from 6 to 26.5 GHz, at a pressure of 0.3 Pa (2 mTorr) and temperatures around 233 K (-40 °C). In the spectrum of S0 2 C1 2 the required transitions were often superimposed by strong perturbing transitions. We assume these to be high J transitions or transitions belonging to vibrationally excited states. Also lines of SO 2 were detected. In order to measure these superimposed transitions, double resonance experiments [13] were carried out.
Some selected frequencies are presented in Tables 1  and 2 . A complete list is given in [9] and deposited under TN A 29 at the library of the University, D-2300 Kiel, Westring 400. In Fig. 1 we show an example for a transition without and with the double resonance technique. To eliminate overlap effects [14] the frequencies were determined by a least squares fit of the time domain signal [15] .
Analysis and Discussion
The analysis of the hyperfine structure was analyzed with the program Q2DIAG described in [16] . The Hamiltonian matrix was set up in a coupled basis. The coupling scheme ^+12 = 1, I + J = F was used. The Hamiltonian is based on considerations in [17] Table 1 . 3459.39 MHz, B = 2293.83 MHz, C=1888.16 MHz given in [7] were used.
The axis perpendicular to the Cl-S-Cl plane is a principal axis of both the inertia and the coupling tensor (c-and y-axis, respectively). Therefore the knowledge of y ah allows the calculation of the angle 0 :a between the z-principal axis of the coupling tensor and the a-principal axis of the inertia tensor as well as the y(q = x, y, z) elements in the principal axes system of the coupling tensor. For the axes systems see Figure 2 . The electronic surrounding of the chlorine nuclei in both isotopomeres can be expected to be the same. Therefore we also expect the same coupling constants x= y» z ) in the principal axes system of the coupling tensor of 35 C1 in S0 2 35 C1 2 and S0 2 35 C1 37 C1. The experimental results are given in Table 3 . A comparison with the structure [7] indicates that the z-axis of the coupling tensor is tilted by 2.0° with respect to the S-Cl bond axis. This supports the hypothesis of a bent bond between the sulfur and the chlorine nuclei.
Comparison of the sulfur chlorine compounds sulfur dichloride SC1 2 [18] , thionyl chloride, SOCl 2 [19] , and sulfuryl chloride, S0 2 C1 2 , all of them measured with high resolution in our laboratory, is not strictly possible, as in the case of SOCl 2 it was not possible to determine the three off diagonal elements x g g ,g =t = g' of the coupling tensor. The present limitation is by computer core and time. From the results it is obvious that the substitution of two oxygen atoms at the sulfur atom changes the field gradient tensor at the chlorine atoms remarkably from / cc ( [20] .
